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The Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG, where you
will take on the role of a lord who is newly
appointed as the representative of the Elden. He
undertakes the mission of clearing the Elden Ring
of the monsters that are spreading across the
lands, and gathers ‘monsters’ with the help of his
soldiers. Only the Elden Lords can become the
light that purifies the land, and only the one who
can defeat the monsters and earn reputation can
be one. - Game Features ? A Vast World Fully
Connected ? Any World Anytime, Anywhere ? On
the Side of the Monsters ? Action Combat ?
Dynamic Battle System ? Character Development
? Evolving Companions ? Ability to Combine
Weapons and Magic Items ? Customizable
Character Creation ? Endless Depth of Character
Development ? Develop and Customize Your Own
Themed World

Elden Ring Features Key:
Visual Descriptions, Unique Environments, and Realistic Sounds  Throughout the the world of
Yennefer, composed of an original artistic style based on DAIŌKI MOTOTSUKA's painting, you will be
carried out in a game experience that will gradually please you.

Deadly Danger In the game, fierce enemies always attack you! With brutal swings and kicks that are
full of attitude, the challenge is heightened to its very limits. It's intense!
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Card Battling Unique Game Mechanics  Unique the beat-em-up game system. Interact with the battle
action by card attack, and enjoy a cartoony graphical style.

Highly End Graphics  The bustling city landscape, the anachronistic machine, and the wild fantasy
world are all created as if to honor a new world born from ancient mysticism.

Godly and Devilish Lords that Rise Defeat the seven rival co-players and various enemies to prove
yourself as the Yennefer of the Lands Between.

Freedom of Decision Be the co-pilot of a car with a passenger who can only charge by eating food.
Gather weapons together and change clothes. Join a card battle as a rogue or use a bow to shoot
from a tree trunk.

Action that is Worthy of a Single Player Game In a MMO RPG with real-time action, you will fully enjoy
the sense of link with other players and fully appreciate the setting of card battling, and we hope you
will find the game thrilling!
The Acclaimed Game Director Playing the Game
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